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So this is how it all starts, eh?
 Just a big step, leap of faith, 
Cos if you do not take that step,
How will you know
Whether you will be caught safely
Or left alone to fall?

What Needs To Be
Said

Thank you for all of you who has kept
me accompany with their amazing
he(ART)s, words. This is for all of us.

I love you all, this is just our beginning, it
will only get better from that point on.

Love and light,

CAT & POP



She is beautiful 
Like a mouse her heart moves 
With the window of her soul 
Open to Heaven’s skies.

She is beautiful 
The desktop of the Cosmos kisses her
intentions 
Her desires sweet as candy occasions the day 
With right shaping encounters.

She is beautiful 
Her mantras and dreams 
Tasteful as paradise in the west of Oceans
dawn 
While her eyes sways with tongues of
desires.

She is beautiful 
Oh, how her hay heart makes me wonder 
Days lost find cause 
Round courses to be hers.  

She is Beautiful 



She is beautiful 
Oh, she is beautiful 
Like a fragrance of darling day
 Beautiful like friendly friendly wine. 

Oh the day say so too 
Conveying celestial creativity 
Unto souls of every creature 
If she knows this I do not know.

If she believes this for all seasons
I do not know I have seen beyond senses of
feel, sight, tongue 
Oh, she is beautiful 
Beyond her hay heart and sweet desires

KEHINDE MARGRET KEHINDE
IG: @makinde_kehinde_margret



New births each day 
beneath the oceans 
Gracious feast and luxurious moments.

 Spicy existences 
Oh what taste of goodness to narrate
With high drops with restless nestle and
nutrition. 

Winds lurked in her interests 
Each zone moving on tender crusted glass 
Whirls play like children tossed in glee
moments.

Life tours revolving glory of divine romance
Like Paradise of paranormal spectacular
beauty
Like we on every earth in golden life
diurnally. 

In pace of torching touching epic worlds 
On their days and time 
like eggs laid in the footsteps of fates. 

KEHINDE MARGRET KEHINDE
IG: @makinde_kehinde_margret

Oceans



Drag me down with you if you want, 
take notice as we reach levels you haven't got
too, 
I carved my name in the walls on my last
climb up, 
you'll see how deep, once we hit the bottom,
dark isn't it? 

Let your eyes slowly adjust and look around,
you'll see the cradle I was laid in after birth,
and next to it is the bed I made by hand, 
where I lay and rest to tend my wounds while
I'm here, 
there's still wet bandages on the ground, 
tell me can you feel the pain resonate in the
air? 

The stench of the rotting parts of me I've laid
to rest, 
their headstones are in the corner over there, 
a phoenix carved into each to remind me how
far I've come, 
a pile of ashes in front of each for the times
I've risen, 
tell me can you smell the smoke lingering in
the walls? 

Depths of Self 



The dry blood stains the ground around
you,
watch your step here, the pile's still kind
of fresh,
I don't think your aware of what you did
bringing me here, 
for this is my darkness, I was born here, 
tell me do you think you can bare your
own?

 I've kept spares of tools on the shelf over
there, 
you'll need them to make your way out, 
don't rely on my hooks and foot holes on
the way up, 
half of them are loose and crumble, 
make a bed before you start so you've got
a place to land, 
your gonna fall countless times,
and most will be right before you get out,
so make it thick, I tell you this because I
learned the hard way.



I want you to be aware, 
there are things on the way up that will kill
you, 
for the walls are lined with poetry and
words never said, 
they're also dated so you know when it
happened,
they WILL cause you to fall, willingly. 
I can't control how many of them will, 
but when you hit, look beside you, 
you'll see how hard I broke when I landed,
 you just won't be able to see how long I
layed there,

I hope you get up sooner than I did. 

The shovel is under the bed, 
the rocks that weighed me down can be
used for your stones, 
flint's under the pillow for when your ready
to burn, 
be brave for yourself, 
the younger you needs who you are now,
 and the story will be the same each time
you choose to rise,
tell me are you as strong as you claim?



I never doubted you, but I sense your own
fear in the air, 
I didn't bring you here,
so remember the claw marks in the wall
aren't from trying to stop you, 
they're from me trying to gain myself, 
you'll understand what I mean soon enough,
tell me are you ready to climb? 

The shovel is under the bed, 
the rocks that weighed me down can be
used for your stones, 
flint's under the pillow for when your ready
to burn, 
be brave for yourself, 
the younger you needs who you are now,
 and the story will be the same each time
you choose to rise,
tell me are you as strong as you claim?



But remember when you get to the top, 
it is my darkness you climbed through, 
so remember everything you learn on your
journey out, 
for the next time you fall, 
it will be to the bottom of you, 
no bed, no tools, it will be blank and brand
new. 

So as I begin my bare hand ascent, 
I bid you power to pull through, 
I can only hope the one waiting as you
reach the pinnacle, 
Is you. 

NICK WALLACE 
IG: @little_nicky736 



Water flows over broken arrows, 
the war is over and the river ripples on.
The silence echoes up from the ground,
I've never heard it so apparent and loud.

 Despite, the fire within rages on. 

Sun shining down apon battle ridden armor,
the damage is as visible as the sun in the
sky,
but just as the deep rooted trees in the
forest behind me, 
I stand tall. 

The wind through the leaves whispers to
my soul as my reflection flows on. 

Broken sword in a rattled hand, 
yet the air in my chest is smooth and calm.
Vision that was red and cloudy, 
has become vibrant and luminous. 
Fractals are all I see, 
as I shatter through into the unknown.

Unlimited Space 



Scared, yet captivated by the unexplained, 
of the what if, could, and will be, 
all those of which are radically up to me.
I've ripped myself to pieces to show what it
means to be whole, 
put my heart, mind, and body on exhibit
for all to explore. 

I've left my veil on the banks of a new
beginning, 
For when you see, there's no doubt its
truly me.
Feel free to leave your mask there as well, 

We no longer need eyes to see, 
just the mimic of an essence, 
thats as familiar to you, as it is to me. 
Observe yourself, observing me, 
and let your mind unravel.



Walk these stairs with me,
be aware..time doesn't reside here,
so the top is wherever you make it. 
Take a step down if its hard to breathe, 
I'll be waiting on the next when we're
ready to push through. 
Out of what seems like everlasting valleys, 
to the continuous climax, 
of which you've only heard whispers of
your soul speak. 

If you could feel my presence without your
hands, 
see my light with a blindfold on, 
and hear my voice without your ears, 
would you continue to step with me,
even if these steps never have a crown?

The truth is, if your always at the peak,
there isn't a need to come down. 

NICK WALLACE 
IG: @little_nicky736 



Nobody fucks with Blue,
‘Blue who?’, the big bad Blue,
the one you have been talking to,
that is who, there, the one with red eyes,
the ones that burn right through you.

Pink, Purple, even Mauve,
they ain’t got nothing on Blue,
you speak when you are spoken to,
but first, Blue, she is going to tear you one,
new, now that makes two.

Do not think you are being smooth,
because Blue, she is not going to fuck you,
Blue is going to fuck with you –
and nobody has lived long enough to
disprove our Blue.

Nobody Fucks
With Blue



Think, this all could have been avoided,
but it you blew,
the moment you opened your mouth and
said,
‘Hey baby, I’ve got something you can chew.’

Maybe you should have opened with:
‘Poppies are known to be red,
Hydrangeas can sometimes be blue,
once I was miserable, sad and untrue,
but not now, not ever since I laid my eyes on
you, Blue.’

THE WEIRD POET
IG: @the_weird_poet



What a vile and disgusting thing this is,
misshapen, deformed, ugly and forlorn,
unpleasant to the eye, to my eye,
but then again, maybe not to any other’s
eye.

They say beauty, and by virtue thereof
all things truly repulsive on this earth,
can be found in the eye of its beholder –
that is what they say, I say they say,
anyway.

I feel sick, sick from its sight,
the sight of its fright –
I mean, come on, just look at it,
urgh, it makes me want to heave,
I am going to be sick, quick,
I need to fucking leave.

So think, please, and remember,
what is ugly is but a choice –
one, we make in what we see;
two, one we make in how we be.

The Beauty I Have
Found



In truth, the only ugly I can see
is the one you make right in front of me,
when you look in the mirror, that shame
you feel,
the true beauty that you try to conceal –
how did we ever come to be in such a
state,
one where we try to emulate what is fake,
unnatural pictures that were never even
real…

THE WEIRD POET
IG: @the_weird_poet



Corpses of stifled emotions borne upon
Mirrored tongue

Drowning thoughts acquiesce beneath
Strangled desires

Unlocked eyes,
Skewed by a poignancy,

Finally see
The pieces strewn behind.

Corpses

SIREN SLAYER



Maybe the sea was never meant 
For our heavy temperament. 
The revelry and time well spent, 
Maybe it's had enough of it. 
So, the ocean's rise and the waves run
high, Blacking out the sun and sky, 
Drowning us in permanent 
Salt and foam and ebbing tides.

EBBING TIDES 

SAMMY ANDERSON 
IG: @sammyanderson82



Barajas Airport & I are linked together 

My travels have often begun and ended 
Going through Terminal 4 & 4S 
I see it on Telediario during each puente
largo And wonder where everyone's off to 

I can retrace my journeys 
Check in desks entering the room 
Info boards of each arrival & departure

The long corridors as my luggage glides on
the floor 
Resisting the urge to go duty free wine
shopping 

I reach the monorail, a mood check
If I'm heading to T4,  I'm euphoric
 Melancholic, if 4S is my destination 

A "MAD" Love
Affair 



 
eaching my gate, 
I see planes out the windows 
At take off, Madrid becomes the sky

I'm silently reminded 
We'll see each other again soon

OSWALD PEREZ
IG: @oswaldperez85



Man. 
I am so sick and tired 
Of being sick and tired 
Sick of the inaction 
Sick of the inequity 
Sick of ANOTHER mass murder 
Perpetrated on school grounds
These supposed sanctuaries of safety 
This isn’t supposed to be a political
playground 
This is where children should play on the
playground 
You’re all wrapped up worrying about what
books they read 
While they’re piling up books in front of
doors trying to survive 
There’s a whole industry built around
protecting children from school shootings
When the only industry that SHOULD be
taking action just makes MORE guns 

Sick and Tired of
Being Sick and Tired



Lobbies to have LESS gun restriction 
The answer to gun violence is not MORE
gun violence 
THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND CHILDREN
Children 
CHILDREN
 Have been exposed to gun violence since
1999 And your answer has been what? 
Hoaxes and conspiracies? 
Thoughts and prayers?
Fucking thoughts and prayers 
Fuck your thoughts and prayers 
The only god you pray to is Glock and
Beretta AK and AR, semi and full fucking
auto 
Fuck your thoughts 
We want action

STEVEN RAUSCH
IG: @localhouz_writes



clementines and tangerines
 sitting in a lime green bowl on the
counter. blood oranges and nectarines
stacked 
on grapefruits and lemons 
a sticky kitchen knife stabbed standing in
a cutting board
 i kiss the juice off your face
 - 
your memory is gone by morning 
discarded peels get tossed in the
trashcan 
and throw the bruised and mushy citrus
outside for the birds 
the dishes are placed in the sink pieces of
fruit and seeds go down the drain 
i switch on the garbage disposal

PULP

JAKE NOLEN PRICE 
IG: @nolenprice



I was kissed on the cheek once, 
by a girl I met senior year. 
Her hair was golden, like a fairytale, 
cheeks stained a lovely pink. 
She kissed me and all I could do was
stare, 
I could have sworn it had happened
once, in a dream.

Senior Year 

CECILIA CARRELL
IG: @pointless.pondering_



The dark 
Is full of monsters looking 
To pull you into it’s 
Inky depths. 

But what if 
The dark is full of wonder?
Unseen mystery. 

After all, we humans 
Fear what we cannot see 
What we do not know. 

So maybe 
The dark holds dreams 
Instead of nightmares 
Maybe we are the ones
Putting monsters 
In the darkness.

Dark

GREY KOIKE
IG: @sdancing.in.the.rain_



Dear coffee I need him like I need you; 
My tears won’t dry they keep running, 
heart in ruin I don’t know what to do; 

That reflection can’t be who I’m becoming; 
All I can taste is the lattes he made me 
blended with laughter and music he’d sing; 

I see his shadow outside where he would
be; Particles dissolve along with a speaker
collapsing into the taste of discarded
coffee;

Not hearing his voice now is too much to
bare, I want so badly for him to be right
here.

Dear Coffee

MELANI UDAETA 
IG: @melrose_poetry18



What’s this urge to freeze time, 
Why should all verses rhyme, 
Who needs fortune cookies, 
secrets are for crystal gazers, 
I am a shipwreck turned into a mime 
In a placid ocean bed 
i will become a coral reef, in time 

Shipwreck

SETHUNAZEER
IG: @Cagedcatharsis



It's vivid out there. 
Thought it would be crystal clear… 
The world is hued with each color, 
I've barely imagined. 
But still, it stands blurry. 
Somewhere between the boundaries,
Somewhere between the wordless
moments.
It stands unclear. 
I fantasize about the moment, life indeed. 
I'd like myself to be thrown into the wilds. 
Running for life. 
I'm tired, just walking through the circles
in my routine… 
I want to Breathe in the wild. 
I want you to chase all the fantasies. 
The gigantic trees haunting my soul to
stay hidden, 
The lonely paths, screaming at me until 
I stumble, running…
I'd want to do everything rare, 
But this vivid world just doesn't care… 
Neither do I. 

Breathe in the wild



TANVI SHAH 
IG: @the_wordswirl

Let's take a step towards the wild and
find ourselves in it. 
How ironic, 
I inhale into a blur, but want to 
Breathe in the wild…



Do you try to placate? 
To soften their hate 
It's so very detrimental 
No more being sentimental 

Feeling like a vulnerable little fawn? 
Akin to a useless little chess pawn?
 You're actually the damn Queen! 

Your fire inside they haven't yet seen 

Check mate they think? 
Nah my friend down they will sink 
Dear little pawn, it's time to rise up 
It's time for you to take a stand! 

“TAKE YOUR
PLACE ON
RIGHTFUL
THRONE” 



Protect your precious heart it's land 
This mistreatment and utter contempt 

Eye up your stones - it’s time to
attempt 

You need to fortify your defences 
So build up your walls… 

With their jagged stone fences

DANIELLE GIBBENS
IG: @Her.Horizon.Poetry



while you look at clouds, 
moments erode the landscape, 
change dictates time.
 truth clears the fog, 
listen & you can hear it, 
songbirds share a tale. 
let go of pretense, 
without shared dreams, 
alone adrift unseen. 
a moment in time, 
floating face up on the sea, 
salt heals my body.

salt heals my body

DAVID J MULLANEY 
IG: @Mullaney_Enterprises



The fiery pot, 
the rimy shot. 
The low hanging fruit, 
still dispatching from Beirut?
The more you clutch the misery. 

The Well-nigh arctic dawn, 
the Chennai's cathartic prawn. 
The harsh climb of the Everest! 
still is a mime for the cleverest. 
The more you clutch the misery. 

The hunt for Edison's lamp, 
the confront on jettisoned camp. 
The skies wasn't ever this empty, 
still denies, this however tempt me.
The more you clutch the misery. 

THE MORE YOU
CLUTCH THE

MISERY



The longing to lit up pullulate, 
the calling to build up fulminate. 
The sun wasn't ever this bleak! 
still shun, least it spun this week? 
The more you clutch the misery.

The compulsion to expansion detonate,
the expulsion for mansion resonate, 
The men who owned all wasn't lived
heretofore! 
still men who lost all never lived this long, 
The more you clutch the misery.

Caesar clutched a wine in play, 
Pleaser clutched a wine whole day, 
Freezer clutched a wine in whole May, 
And a Geezer clutched a wine and lay! 
The more you clutch the misery. 

The silicon obsession 
the citizen's progression 
The innocents discretion 
still is an insolent man's erection 
The more you clutch the misery



The nape straining expression
the ape’s waning profession 
The videotapes staining transgression 
still is a dreamscapes of jam session 
The more you clutch the misery 

The illusory itch for connection 
the delusory ditch for insurrection 
The buffoonery sale pitch score
misdirection still is unity enriched and
more affection 
The more you clutch the misery 

The fallacious notion of the world 
the audacious emotion unfurled 
The world’s thoughts just got so small 
still birds ought to adjust to thrall 
The more you clutch the misery 



The billionaire’s opportunistic infection 
the profiteer’s synergistic tax deception 
The muleteer’s simplistic perception 
still optimistic about tax exemption? 
The more you clutch the misery 

Caesar clutched a wine in play
Pleaser clutched a wine whole day 
Freezer clutched a wine in whole May 
And a Geezer clutched a wine and lay 
The more you clutch the misery

SHUBHAM DASGUPTA 
IG: @poetry.bysdg



Winter, brave half light of a dusty
afternoon. 
Pub table trembling, knees briefly
touching, lips 
careless of the taste of her fading bloom,
winter brave. Half light of a dusty
afternoon too long empty, her life a stale
cold room - 
He, poised to exploit this aching abyss,
this Winter. Brave half light of a dusty
afternoon Pub table. Trembling knees,
briefly touching lips. 

He took her to the
pub

HANNAH MUELLER
IG: @hazymoore



I had a guardian angel once, 
I swear Didn’t protect me from pain or
despair
But when danger approached, my
guardian was there.

I pressed stupid luck, spread brave wings
and tried to fly 
I laughed at death and stared demons in
the eye 
My unconditional angel took those bullets
and refused to let me die 

I never fell for pretenders, oh but I fell 
A writer could never tell 
But I didn’t stand a chance in hell  

I sang guilty pleasures and danced with
the devil 
That good ole two-step won’t suffice, nor
precious metals 
You must pay with your life for scores to
settle

UNCONDITIONAL
ANGEL



Revolted as a warrior wired 
Guns and employees were fired 
I feel my guardian angel growing tired 

I say I had a guardian angel once and
swear Because I don’t know if my
guardian angel is still there 
I guess it’s my turn to take it from here

FRANCO CARDIELLO
IG: @Franco_Cardiello



It wasn’t that you lied about loving me; 
Because you must have, even sincerely, 
But you loved me too soon. 
You knew nothing of me, 
Yet claimed you understood me, 
Even better than myself! 
It was your first lie and I believed you,
Because I knew nothing of myself. 
It was, however, your umpteenth lie 
That bore heavy on me, 
Where you claimed you’re helping me
learn better 
By refusing to assist me as I struggled
with tasks. 
The weight of those lies was such that 
It finally broke my rose-tinted glasses, 
Freeing me to see clearly at once, 
A string of lies that sat around my neck. 
Pulling it apart, I pulled myself away, 
And never looked back at those fallen
pearls. 

UMPTEENTH LIE

NANDINI SARAF
IG: @nanography.in



behind every death 
there’s a story of life 

and within every widow 
there’s the spirit of a wife 

 
where there is love 
there can’t be hate 

where there is gravity 
there must be weight 

 
i see a beauty

 in my longings
i find satisfaction 
in missing things

missing things

SILENCE CONRAD
IG: @silenceconrad



Standing at the crossroads 
Of a past and possible future 
One filled with so much pain 
So many sides of Life's abusers 

The other path, a long lost friend 
Waiting to trade a life for a life 
Offering a journey of endless
possibilities 
Of love that conquers strife 

Crossroads

KRISSIE WOLF
IG: @Radarlover77_poetry



From the first morning of my life, 
Struggles Strolling with me parallel. 
They makes me hustle 
Like I'm a big burglar, 
Chasing me everywhere 
Not getting any kind of respite. 
Facing them all the time 
Now I become stubborn , 
And now always giggles 
Because I learned to overcome 
My struggles don't matter how 
Difficult is that situation. 

struggles of life 

RATNESH BAPAT 
IG: @ r.bapat 



I see myself in the passing cars' plates 
Their numbers tell my story 
Ahead 
They keep showing up 
But I've never been good at maths 
Although nothing in life happens 
Just like that 
So I take in all these signs to preserve 
My faith 
Rational thinking's for those who want to
Climb high up and grind all day 
I can calmly survive on the stone instead 
Brave like a moss, shining bright in the
sun Then make myself ask 
Why I always cling onto the stones and
ground? 
Then die and fall apart from human
biterness bite 
Or realize just for a moment 
I can do far better than fossiles, land 
And that it is not always a fact 
What they told, what they said 

Moss



 I can fly high up in the sky 
Where no borders survive 
And everything's so perfectly bright 
Ray cuts through the cloud 
Wind spreads meaning around 
And we can be anything we like 
Knowing it means nothing at all, and that it
is alright

JOVANA GRUJIĆ
IG: @Neptunianna



What do your hands say about you? 
Mine says that these hands have scars that
not even the man in the moon knows of. 
The scars on these hands each tell a part
of a story. 
The life story of my soul. 
These hands revived my mother when she
passed out from a heart attack. 
These hands; my great aunt made touch a
dead body. 
My mom's cold as ice body at her funeral.
These hands have held my best friend's the
night in the ambulance... when I had found
her unconscious after taking twenty three
pills of Xanax. 
These hands have held my newborn
daughter after her long trek into the
world. 
These hands have held my dog's paw
before she slipped away peacefully. 
These hands have held my husband's while
he cried raw and vulnerable in front of me.

Hands



These hands have reached out to those
who were strangers and needed a caring
touch. These hands have touched nature
and left pieces of myself in places I've
never been back to. 
These hands have cramped from writing
late at night about my dysfunctional
childhood. 
These scarred hands have a lot to say
about who I am; where I've been from...
but most of all - these hands say that I'm
a writer and an artist. 
These hands say that I have stories to
tell.

ECHO
IG: @scatteredechoes



Sometimes eyes utter unspoken 
thoughts left unread deep within, 
whilst thunder in my veins ignite 
a chaotic stormy psyche. 
i lay lovesick, waiting for soothing rain,
 to ease electric fears 
lost in capricious currents. 
But no breeze can wash your scent away, 
as you are an eternal eden in my heart,
blooming rose gold birds of paradise, 
spicing memories of our moments 
into a sanctuary of perennial solitude,
emblazoned with feathers on the floor,
 as sparrows through the tunnel sing 
songs as cues to hold on and stay. 
For time is slowly slipping away, 
turning the blue azure into darkness, 
whilst shadows dance with uncertainty;
 I’m still here pleading 
to the self serving skies. 

Unspoken Solitude



Enlighten these empty emotions, 
that are awaiting for forgotten fate 
to hydrate this hollow heart, 
soaked in seclusion and misery- 
yearning for an empathetic sun to rise 
and illuminate the suppressed sentiments 
of twin-flames burning out 
through trials of true love.

INK MISTRESS
IG: @ bleedingink_mistress



Fallen angels steal my peace
 Feeding on energy 
Demons forming allegiances with
negative soul ties 

Lost in a dream 
My mind tosses and turns 
Shadows burn in my soul 
Entangled. 
I know it’s a battle.
 I can’t hide. 

Voices prey on my thoughts. 
Pointing out shame. 
I’m going insane. 
The nonstop blame rings in my ears. 
It’s too much for me to handle. 

I Can’t Give Up…



Too broken, not worthy 
Too dirty for grace 
Bruised by hypocrisy, whipped with my
own mistakes 
Toxic thinking shattered my identity 

Haven’t I cried enough 
as I feel the shadow of death 
steal my breath in this dark sunken
valley 

Is it too much to ask for God 
to salvage my sanity.
I can't give up. 
God, I’m patiently waiting. 

KEISHA NELSON
IG: @write_on_purpose



There she stood in the rain
All alone and in pain
She was looking at the ground
And hiding in her clothes
Still she felt so naked
Unfortunately her thoughts awakened
Her shoulders sank far down
Tilting her head just enough to look
around
But there are only shadows to see
Such a weak body
The skin on her bones are tender
And the slightest touch could end her
Just so fragile, easy to break
Her heart is shattered
It feels like a heartache
Her legs brought her further
Till she was standing at the lake
And became just another snowflake

Snowflake

 IMNOTOKAY_POETRY  
IG: @imnotokay_poetry 



I think sometimes
 The thing that bothers me the most
 Is not that you left
 But that the woman who said
 “Don’t fall in love with me”
 Said “I love you”
 I often wonder how you dealt with that
 Not that you left
 But knowing you left
 Someone you truly loved
 People like us, just don’t say those things
 To us it’s permanent
 It doesn’t go away over time 
 So I think of your choice
 How it probably hurts you
 How those three words haunt you
 You can’t erase our past
 You can’t fix it
 We were never broken



 All you can do is give in
 Continue to love me 
 As much as I love you
 And if you spoke them
 Yes your world would change
 Your head would finally realize
 What your heart has always known

- ONECRAZYWHITEBOY
IG: @- Onecrazywhiteboy



What do I see when I look in the mirror?
Usually blurry lines from teary eyes.
A flurry of whys and conditioned lies.
Keeping me from seeing what’s beneath.
I’m in the woods Just Before Dawn.
It’s so cold my lips are blue.
I’m 6 years old but torn from my youth to

wander the woods.

Lost, confused, misused and tossed left to
my

own self abuse.
I just need time to dry my eyes so I
can fully see… Me…

I’ve always been here with everything I
need…
Just waiting to breathe…

Reformed
Reflections

PATRICK MCCARTHY
IG: @brokenwindowpoetry

https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_ebooks_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Patrick+McCarthy&text=Patrick+McCarthy&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=digital-text


Walking these streets, hungover at last,
Waiting on a beating heart to save me
from the
Music in my head

Lusting after all that could’ve been,
killing the
Butterflies in my stomach with the
kindness and whiskey drinking that
guided me over these
years of absolute madness

We can coin our phrases, we can count
the seconds on the clock, but ultimately
we have to take
care of the hours we’ve spent in solitude

The ultimate teacher is being alone with
yourself; the mirror letting you in on all
of these secrets
you’ve kept well hidden.

Lush



As our legs give out from running
away, I have found my home on the
road where chaos is
scared of me now
She
Runs
Far far
Away.

MATT J. BAKER
IG: @themattjbakery
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Magical moments are here and you will
love this time of the year
Cause a cinnamon fragrance is in the air
warming our hearts and embracing a love
spell
Leaves glittering in the wind welcome a
new phase of life that you are about to
experience
Love is all around and ready to be found
Will you hug this season with a taste of
chestnut in your heart?
Will you smile at people passing by? Or will
you start to cry?

ELIS MATOS 
IG: @ _ elis_ poetry_
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The walls are closing in again
Tell me it won’t hurt this time
You’ve choked off all the air in here
Is this guilt of your design?

Your apathy rains down on me
And cuts me to the bone
The emptiness in your blue eyes
Makes me feel like I’m alone

Your sweet heart is bitter now
And there’s nothing I can say
Your promises mean nothing now
There’s only hell to pay

Bad news wrapped in sugared words
But still too sour for my taste
Don’t spend your breath on empty
thoughts
Or let time go to waste

Try for once to meet my eyes
And convince me you’re not blind
Search the dark depths of your heart
For a love you’ve yet to find

Painful Parting



Better yet just look away
Our love has all bled out
Hung to dry and die away
In the shadow of your doubt

Drive your point like coffin nails
And leave without a sound
Don’t you cry, I’ll wave goodbye
From my hole here in the ground

KMG POETRY
IG: @keepsmegoingpoetry
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autumn brings your return
fall back into my life
so you can hold me tight
like all of the leaves
stuck to the bottom
of
    your
             boots

l.lost

Doormat

LITTLE LOST
IG: @no.time.like.lost.time
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Just for tonight angry I cry
Just for today, hopeless am I
Please, understand
I need space to feel
please, understand
so, just for right now
Don't question me why
and just for right now
let me feel, let me heal...
let me cry.

VIVIAN CHOPELAS
IG: @flowerladycreations



The heaviest of hearts
truly weigh the most
Mixed emotions dwell
in this shell of a host

A beating chest
with directionless twitches
Screams to escape
from these worn out stitches

I try to repair the outside
day by day
But the inside jolts
as i continue to fray

My heart finally stops
I am at death's door
The heart that once loved
you
Has attacked my very core.

THE DIGITAL SCRIBBLER
IG: @the_digital_scribbler



The tide almost went out
The waves almost fell
But the burning of your heart
Lifted up my waters again

And gave their ways a sweetness
And their waves a pearlescent glow
With a rising in their rolling fleetness
And a burning in the source of their flow

The Tide Almost
Went Out

JEFF HANSSEN
IG: @a_poetic_knight
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the knot in my chest
Is getting tighter
My heart is beating
faster and faster
I'm trying to breathe
But every gasp I take
Is making me weaker
I am slowly suffocating
From this panic attack

Out Of Breath

I AM AWESOMELY CLUMSY
IG: @iamawesomelyclumsy



I drink your coffee black
The scent wraps around me
Wisps of yes and more
Warm, full bodied
Passing through my lips
Overwhelming my tongue
Sighs escaping
Eyes closing
Pleasure
Mouth parting for a second taste

Sensual

-SILVIRLY
IG: @-silvirly
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If you seen me recently,
Well, I look happy.
I’m back to carrying a smile on my face,
I’m even laughing.
And in those moments I try to savor
every bit of joy,
Because I can’t afford to let it go to
waste.
But really, I haven’t changed.
I’m still the same.
No one sees this though,
Because somehow,
I’ve been able to keep my depression
visibly tame.
It’s only behind closed doors where my
tears begin to shed,
And my blood starts to pour.
Those are the times I’m pulled back in,
And trapped once again, completely lost
inside my head.
After it’s all over, I wake up on the floor,
With new cuts, bruises, and parts of my
body feeling sore.

Behind Closed
Doors



Sometimes when I wake up, I’m so beat
up,
To the point where I’m surprised I’m not
dead.
Then I put some clothes on,
And open my door, to greet the world
once more.
Putting on a face I know isn’t real,
Hiding all the damage I’ve inflicted upon
myself,
That I know won’t ever fully heal.
And when I exit completely, I’ve created
a habit in closing my door,
To hide the gruesome gore I know I will
return to when I find myself alone,
Or when the light shines no more.
I don’t know how I’ve managed to keep
this hidden.

I guess it’s true what they say,
No one really knows what goes on
behind closed doors.

T.J. HENRY
IG: @ PoetryDigest_
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It’s funny how you twist all the little
things
You actually made an art out of clipping
my wings
I say something, next second I’m yelled at
And somehow, in your narrative, I’m the
one who attacked
I want to make you laugh, so I tell you my
favorite fun fact
A moment later, I’m dumb because you
already knew that
I ask about your work because I want you
to share
But I’m only glared at and told I wouldn’t
care
I’m so narcissistic, you won’t even see me
There are so many things, so much
history, really
Did you know I gave up things because of
you?
Because it’s hard being judged when you
are better in everything you do

Unscathed



But the hardest thing is that I don’t even
have to conceal how I feel
Because you already said to my face that
you don’t want me
And still, I’m so desperate for your love
and attention
That I even entertain all these
contentions
Yes, it is a wicked game indeed
A game that always ends with my deceit
You paint me the bad guy, and I’m left
feeling worthless
But perhaps that was, in fact, the purpose
Now I am the monster though I feel
remorse
I’m just so tired of all these little wars
I hate that I need you, that I give you
power
I hate that you can make me cry and
cower
And while I slowly suffocate
You get away again, unscathed

S.P.// TALESOFACAPRICORN 
IG: @talesofacapricorn 
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Walk with me for a while,
Join me on my journey.
Let’s stroll along together,
Please come join me.

Life has many seasons,
Join me in my autumn years....
The season of letting go,
No more tears or fears.

Spring was fresh and new,
As a child running free...
Like a spring daffodil I bloomed,
Hope blossomed within me.

Summer brought my sunshine years,
Sunshine as far as the eye could see.
At first it brought the warmth of new love
And then I basked in the glory of family.

Here I stand in the autumn of life,
In all of its kaleidoscopic glory.
Come my love, take my hand,
As we continue this journey.

Autumn Years



Watch leaves changing colour,
Enjoy nature’s vibrancy.
Like the trees we will let go of the past
Embrace autumn just you and me.

No matter the storms along our journey
We can share the same umbrella,
Splash in puddles and kick up leaves...
We will weather the storms together!

Hurry my love, time may be short,
Winter will be snapping at our heels soon,
Slowing us down as we travel,
With weary bodies in our final season.

PAT BURTON
IG: @pat.burton.poetry
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A blast to the face
No, wait-
A blast from the past
A catastrophe,
A panic attack,
Back stabbed
and gassed out
I lash out
Heads clash,
Loud mouth,
Teeth clenched,
And lock jaw
A son of a bitch,
My mother-in-law
I'll pause-
Inhale, exhale
Thin as hair,
hard as nails
The last laugh,
senses fail
Blank stare
I collapse,
folding chair

JO BATES
IG: @jocantwrite
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(i think to supply my words,
it's really my brains' need to
express, needing to cope with the
war it's been waging for years.)
so do not ask me where
my words and work
come from, it is somewhere
deep and hidden in me.
They are squished inside of
this dank, lidless mason jar
in a dark, dark closet in
the subconscious;
that's what makes the stories
and the verses so vile
but also so vital to me.
Really, I do not know where
my words come from,
and that is the worst part;
I wish I did.

I Wish I Did

KAIROS
IG: @kairos.the.human.poet
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Beating and bleeding
I hear it in my heartbeat
Seeping and coursing
Through my veins
I can't fight it
The anger the hurt
And the guilt of a lifetime
Reminding and blinding
And burning inside me
Reckless and frightening
A glimpse of a nightmare
Breaking and raking
And rattling my bones
Shaking and shattering
Right through my soul
Ripping and tearing
All that i've built
Tossing and turning
And cursing myself
Doze off to sleep
Just to be woken again

Prisoner



The weight on my chest
Be blocking my breaths
Holding me down
A prisoner to itself
Screaming and thrashing
But making no sound
Choking and blocking
It's holding me down
Opened my eyes
And there it is
I was hoping
For it to be gone

~SARA
IG: @ _papercuts__
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When I'm with you, the physical touch of
our skin to one another is amazing.
The energy transfer, and emotional
connection, undeniable.
Your eyes and smile light up my life like
embers from a bonfire whirling in the
night sky.
Your generosity and kindness to others,
warms my soul.
I am a whole person, but when I'm with
you, I'm better.

RICHARD RUNYON
IG: @stolenheartpoetry
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It takes a day
 maybe 2
 to decompress from the coming
 and going
 here & there.

 So much to see
 in this beautiful city.

 You don’t wanna stop
 to blink
 and miss it.

 No sights or sounds
 you remotely know
 the 1st day is always about
 finding your heart
 where you left it
 in the distant memories
 of yesterday.

Bar Los Juanes



 Cobblestone replaces pavement
 no horns
 only the easy notes of a distant
 guitar gently whispering
 2 calles (streets) down.

 This is my exhale…

 Red vino
 Albondigas y tapas
 I’m finally home
 Away from home.

LANSER HOWARD 
IG: @lanserhoward
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LANSER HOWARD 
IG: @lanserhoward

The Home I
Long To Be...
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